
 
 

 Strong like a mama MISO soup recipe 

 
Most miso is made with 4 main ingredients: water, miso (fermented soy bean paste), tofu, and seaweed of some form.  
But you can add whatever veggies you like.  
You can use any kind of miso you like (i.e., red, white, barley, etc).  
The one rule? NEVER boil miso soup once the miso is added, because it loses flavors and aromas. 
 
 
INGREDIENTS 
2 cups dashi (see note at the bottom on how to make your own) or vegetable or chicken stock 
1/2 cup chopped kale, green chard or other sturdy green 
1/2 cup chopped green onion 
1 large carrot, diced 
1/4 cup firm tofu, cubed 
2-3 Tbsp miso(fermented soy bean paste)  
optional:  
1 sheet (1/4 cup) nori (dried seaweed), cut into large rectangles 
1 tbsp dried wakame, rehydrated before use 
1 tsp mitsuba 
1 teaspoon yuzu 
¼ cup blanched spinach 
 
Dashi 
2 cups water 
10 g kombu (dried kelp) 
2 cups katsuobushi (dried bonito flakes) 
 
Instructions 
FOR DASHI: heat the water, pour over kombu, and soak the kombu for 30 minutes. That’s it! The most basic dashi. 
If you are not vegetarian, then add some bonito for amazing umami flavor! Bring you kombu dashi to a boil slowly over 
MEDIUM heat. When it starts to simmer, remove the kombu. Add the bonito flakes and bring to a boil. Turn off heat, and let 
sit for 2 minutes, then strain the flakes out.  
 
FOR MISO: 
Place your dashi or stock in a pot, and add any hard veggies, like carrots. Bring to a simmer, and now add any soft 
vegetables, like leafy green or mushrooms, AFTER dashi is boiling because they require less cooking time. 
 
Simmer on low heat for a few minutes until carrots have softened.  
 
TURN OFF HEAT and add your miso, stirring and whisking it in.  
 
Add rehydrated wakame (seaweed), if using.  I recommend re-hydrating dried wakame in a separate bowl of water to get 
rid of excess salt, instead of re-hydrating inside miso soup.   
 
Add ingredients that do not require cooking such as chopped green onions, mitsuba, yuzu, and blanched spinach right 
before serving to keep the fresh fragrance and color.   
 
Serve immediately. 


